Directions
Map of the Garching Campus
Location of Theoretical Chemistry in the Chemistry Department building

How to reach Campus Garching of TUM
A. By public transport
You may generate your personal travel description at the website of MVV (Munich Transport and Tariff Association). Us
e "Garching, Forschungszentrum" as your destination. Find information about tickets, routes, timetables, maps, etc.
From Munich Airport (Flughafen)
Follow signs to the S-Bahn (local train) in the lower level of the Munich airport.
Take train S8 in the direction Hauptbahnhof to the third stop, Ismaning (14 minutes).
Change to Bus no. 230 in the direction Garching, Forschungszentrum.
After 18 minutes, get off at the stop Garching, Forschungszentrum on the Garching Campus.

From Munich Central Station (Hauptbahnhof)
At the underground level, take any S-Bahn train, direction Ostbahnhof, 2 stations.
Change at station Marienplatz to undeground line U6, direction Garching Forschungszentrum.
Get off at the final station Garching Forschungszentrum , but note that not every train will go all the way to Garching Forschungszentrum
There, take the underground exit at the head of the train.

B. By car
Approaching Munich from Stuttgart (West)
Take Autobahn A8 (from Ulm) till Autobahndreieck (connection point) München-Eschenried (79) and change onto the A99, direction Salzburg,
Nürnberg, and follow for 18 km.
At Autobahnkreuz München-Nord (72) change onto A9, direction Nürnberg, and follow for 6 km.
Leave A9 at exit Garching-Nord (70), turn right, direction Forschungszentrum, Garching, follow for 500 m.
At the traffic light, turn left onto Freisinger Landstrasse (B11), follow for 1 km.
Just before the next traffic light, turn right onto Lichtenbergstrasse, follow for 1 km, while passing the Chemistry building on your left-hand side.
At the end of Lichtenbergstrasse, turn left onto Boltzmannstrasse, follow for 300 m, then turn left again onto Ernst-Otto-Fischer-Straße and
look for a parking place.

Approaching Munich from Nürnberg (North)
Leave Autobahn A9 at exit Garching-Nord (70), turn left, direction Forschungszentrum, Garching, follow for 700 m.
At the traffic light, turn left onto Freisinger Landstrasse (B11), follow for 1 km.
Just before the next traffic light, turn right onto Lichtenbergstrasse, follow for 1 km, while passing the Chemistry building on your left-hand side.
At the end of Lichtenbergstrasse, turn left onto Boltzmannstrasse, follow for 300 m, then turn left again onto Ernst-Otto-Fischer-Straße and
look for a parking place.

Approaching Munich from Innsbruck or Salzburg (South, South East)
Take Autobahn A93 (from Innsbruck), eventually merging with A8 (from Salzburg), direction München, follow for 45 km.
At Autobahnkreuz München-Süd change onto A99, direction Nürnberg, and follow for 30 km.
At Autobahnkreuz München-Nord change onto the A9, direction Berlin, Nürnberg, and follow for 6 km.
Leave A9 at exit Garching-Nord (70), turn right, direction Forschungszentrum, Garching, follow for 500 m.
At the traffic light, turn left onto Freisinger Landstrasse (B11), follow for 1 km.
Just before the next traffic light, turn right onto Lichtenbergstrasse, follow for 1 km, while passing the Chemistry building on your left-hand side.
At the end of Lichtenbergstrasse, turn left onto Boltzmannstrasse, follow for 300 m, then turn left again onto Ernst-Otto-Fischer-Straße and
look for a parking place.

From the Munich Airport (Flughafen)
Exit the airport, direction Munich, and merge onto Autobahn A92, follow for 3 km.
Leave A92 at exit Freising-Süd (5) in direction B11, Neufahrn, Freising-Süd, turn right onto B11 and follow for 8.5 km.
Having passed a gas station on your left at the exit of the village of Dietersheim, turn left after about 2 km at the first traffic light onto Lichtenbergs
trasse, follow for 1 km, while passing the Chemistry building on your left-hand side.
At the end of Lichtenbergstrasse, turn left onto Boltzmannstrasse, follow for 300 m, then turn left again onto Ernst-Otto-Fischer-Straße and
look for a parking place.

